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Context
Eden Hills Kindergarten is a stand-alone kindergarten providing care and education for 50+ families with preschool aged
children. Children access up to 15 hours of preschool per week. In the last term we offered an integrated pre-entry
program for incoming children in 2017. The kindergarten is funded full time, but operates at 0.9. A lunch care program
operates Monday – Thursday which is accessed by most families. In partnership with neighbouring schools we offer
OSHC services for children at Bellevue Heights Primary School and Eden Hills Primary School.
The emergent curriculum at Eden Hills Kindergarten is informed by the Early Years Learning Framework (EYLF), the
National Quality Standards (NQS), educators, parents and interests of the children. Literacy, Numeracy, Executive
Functions and Environmental Stainability are the key foci.
A parent led playgroup operates at the Centre on Friday afternoons, 12.30 – 2.30pm.
Highlights for the year include:
• The successful integration of Executive Functions into the curriculum has been a highlight in 2016. After five years work
on Executive Functions, we feel that these skills and competencies are now well embedded in the curriculum. Data on
groups and individual children shows the ‘Plus’ being achieved in literacy and numeracy. All educators are now confident
in using the language associated with Executive Functions. This is evident in the written observations as well as the
Planning for Learning documentation for each child. Parent Nights, parent - educator meetings, displays and readings
have helped to inform the broader community.
• Successful integration of a high number and broad range of children with additional needs. All children progressed well in
their learning and have transitioned from Eden Hills Kindergarten to mainstream schools to continue their education.

It was a pleasure to chair the 2017 Governing Council. It was a large and positive group of interested, engaged and
capable parents.
One of the highlights was the Kindy Market Day in April. Families donated unwanted books, toys, clothes, home wares,
plants etc, and contributed baked goods to sell on the day. Combined with some great locally sourced stall holders, it
turned into a big day of connecting with kindy families and other community members as people wandered in to browse,
shop, chat and play. It turned out to be a good fund-raiser , plus it echoed the EHK ethos of reuse and recycle. The waste
stream is a great place to shop and a good way to engage the community!
As always the Art Show was a big effort by all the educators and volunteering parents - a really special night for the adults
to have 'grown up time' with a glass of wine, relishing the blossoming of our children’s creative lives, whilst also perusing
some quality adult talent. Securing local sculptor Greg Johns as our key note speaker and hearing his perspective on Art,
Community and Environment, proved engaging and thought provoking.
The Kindy year flies and all of a sudden our little ones are starting big-kids school…. I cant thank the educators of EHK
enough for helping provide both my children with such a wonderful nurturing start to their education: Executive
Functioning, sustainable practices and a love of learning. As a parent, I think the Kindy world is almost as important for us
to experience as it is for our children. Kindy for life, I say! I would strongly encourage parents to offer time to the Governing
Council if possible. It really deepens both you and your child's experience of this wonderful year in their lives.
Thank you so much to the parents on the 2016 Governing Council - we did all right!
Kim Sutton
Chairperson

A Quality Improvement Plan was developed in Term 1, 2016 in conjunction with the families in the Kindergarten
community. The goals documented in this plan fell under the following Quality Areas:
• Educational Program and Practise
• Children's Health and Safety
• Physical Environment
• Relationships with Children
• Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities
and
• Leadership and Service Management
Our Goals in our quality improvement plan included:
• improvements in connecting with our community, particularly families from culturally diverse backgrounds
• improved child's voice in the program
• engaging parents in the planning for learning process
• improving numeracy and literacy skills for each child
• ensuring that the new bush learning space was accessed safely
• improvements to the physical learning environment
• using Executive Functions to improve relationships with children and engagement in learning
• strengthening connections within the Partnership and
• improved induction processes for students, educators and volunteers.
Strategies to achieve these goals included:
• developing a cultural wall with maps, flags and greetings in other languages, inviting children and families to share
culturally significant celebrations and language
• documenting children's voice and making this explicit in the program and providing opportunities for children and their
families to give feedback on the Term Overview each term
• providing flexible options to parents for meeting to discuss Planning for Learning for their child
• parent nights on curriculum, numeracy, literacy, Executive Functions
• using the numeracy and literacy indicators combined with Executive Functions to extend each child's numeracy and
literacy skills and ensuring that this information was documented in each child's Planning for Learning document
• conducting risk assessments with the children for the outdoor learning environment including the bush block
• targetting financial and volunteer resources to improving the physical environment, including the purchase of resources
for the Bush Block, building palette furniture, redeveloping the Treasure Garden and the Mud Kitchen
• embedding executive functions into the program, language used by educators, notices and articles for parents, writing a
song about Stop and Think with a plan for recording this
• connecting with feeder schools, OSHC and support services within the Partnership to improve outcomes for children

Outcomes:
We achieved the desired outcomes to a high standard in 2016 with detailed documentation available to support this claim.
Parent confidence in care and education provided is high as can be seen in the Client Opinion Summary.
The Kindergarten went through the Assessment and Rating process under the Education and Early Childhood Services
Act in November, 2016. The Authorised Officer form the Education Standards Board assessed the 58 elements under the
7 Quality Areas. Eden Hills Kindergarten was rated at Exceeding the Standard in each of the 58 elements. Please see the
2016 Quality Improvement Plan and The National Quality Standard Assessment and Rating Report for more information.

In 2016, Eden Hills Kindergarten offered 9 x 3 hour sessions across the week. We continued to offer flexible attendance to
meet the needs of parents who were shift workers, studying or lecturing at Universities or TAFE. With a capacity of 55, we
were close to being fully utilised across the year. As Friday was a half day, fewer families opted for this session.

Our attendance was slightly under the state average each term during 2016. Children are entitled to attend 5 sessions of
Kindergarten per week, but many families at Eden Hills Kindergarten opt for 4 sessions over 2 days to fit in with work and
study needs. Kindergarten is used in conjunction with long day care: children of working parents who attended 12 hours of
Kindergarten over 2 full days were at child- care on the days that they weren’t at kindergarten.
A strong relationship between the kindergarten and OSHC programs within the Partnership meant that children were able
to access an extended day of kindergarten/care on Monday-Thursday afternoons.

The main feeder schools for children attending Eden Hills Kindergarten are two local Primary Schools, Eden Hills
Primary School and Bellevue Heights Primary School. The number of children attending Blackwood Primary School
increased dramatically this year.
A strong focus on environmental education at Upper Sturt Primary School attracted several families who are not reflected
in the chart above. Four children enrolled to start school at Upper Sturt Primary in 2017.
51 of the 54 children completing their kindergarten year at Eden Hills went on to enroll at a State School.
(Sunrise Christian-2 children, St John's-1 child)

The Kindergarten used a range of tools to gather feedback from families during 2016 including mini surveys, 1:1 meetings
with families, families documenting feedback in the Learning Journals, parent comments on each child's Statement of
Learning and providing an opportunity for parents to contribute to the Quality Improvement Plan.
Feedback was very positive with the following comments from parents:
xx showed great emotional connection with the (educators) at the Kindy. The Kindy did an exceptional job at providing for
his emotional wellbeing.
xx has gained many skills from his time at Kindy. It has been wonderful that the Kindy has embraced his love for being
outside and working, including purchasing hi vis vests, sack trucks and other outdoor 'landscaping' equipment.
Thankyou so much for giving so many learning opportunities and environments to xxx. The best thing about his learning is
that he is able to recognise himself as an independent learner despite his twin brother being in the same class.
xx is loving reading and writing and is keen to keep learning (at school). She has become more confident as the year has
progressed.
This is a very accurate Assessment of xx and we agree with all that is written here.
This (Statement of Learning) was a really important reflection for us. We are so focussed on managing xx's transitions that
we forgot to look at how far he has come in the last year.
xx has thrived. I can't say enough about the support and guidance he has received. It has been a joy being part of it.
Well done xx for such focussed learning at Kindy. You have taken good steps toward learning to read and your skills in
numeracy have shown great development.

All educators, volunteers, work experience students, and visitors had a current Criminal History Screening in 2016. These
were sighted by the Director and entered into a spreadsheet. An alert is produced when the CHS is close to expiry and a
reminder given to the worker/volunteer.

$14 329.00

$49 068.00
$1500

Educators at Eden Hills Kindergarten attended a series of workshops with a Numeracy focus in
2016. As a trial site for the Literacy and Numeracy Indicators in 2014, we felt that by 2016, the
Indicators were well embedded in the curriculum. We used Term 1 to 'notice' and document literacy
and numeracy learning, thus identifying any gaps in the curriculum. Individual Learning Plans were
completed using data from families, educator observations, input from outside practitioners and child
voice.
A grant from the Natural Resources Management Board was used to develop the Bush Block
incorporating Executive Function, sustainability Lit & Num

All children had Literacy and Numeracy as
part of their Individual Learning Plan.
Educators had shared understanding of Lit
& Num goals.
All children made progress in Lit & N

In 2016, we had 15 children on Special Enrolment. Each of these children had an individualised
learning plan developed by educators, parents, specialists and support staff. Funding was used to
provide classroom support to children to ensure that they were effectively accessing the curriculum,
release educators for training and for student review and negotiated education plan meetings. Alll
children showed improved literacy, numeracy, wellbeing and executive functioning as part of the
program.

documented learning goals and
achievements for all children
all NEP children transitioned to
mainstream school successfully

In 2016, we only had one child who arrived with limited English. She was supported to access the
curriculum and improve her English language skills. Parent feedback: xx was very active, confident
(and) demonstrated leadership skills in Singapore. We are very happy that after a short while of
difficulties, xx has picked up her confidence and skills again with your tremendous help.

All children celebrated the diverse
community at Eden Hills engaging in
cultural celebrations such as Iranian New
Year, Holi Festival, Harmony Week and
Shrove Tuesday.

